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FAA FORECASTS AVIATION GROWTH

NO. 12

After dropping slightly in FY 75 because of high-
er operating costs and a sluggish economy, air line
passenger traffic is expected to increase by seven per-
cent during the current fiscal year and then at 5.8
percent annual rate through1982, the Federal Aviat-
ion Administration of the U.S. Department of Trans-
portation said today in releasing its latest "Aviation
Forecasts."

A similar growth pattern is projected for the gener-

al (non-airline) segment with the number of flight
hours increasing at an annual rate of five percent over
the same time period, following a four percent gain

in FY 1976.
According to the FAA report, the number of pass-

engers carried by the scheduled U.S. airlines should
increase from 201.9 million to 301.1 million in the FY
1975-1982 time period. Domestic passenger traffic
should show the largest gains, rising steadily from
184.9 million to 286.6 million over the same period.
International traffic, which has been declining since
FY 1973, should level off this year at 17 million en-

planements and then grow steadily to 23.5 million in
FY 1982.

Revenue passenger miles logged by U.S. airlines are

expected to increase at a 6.3 percent annual rate, rising
from 159 billion in FY 1975 to 251.5 billion in FY
1982. Again, domestic revenue passenger miles will
set the pace, going from 127.7 billion to 205. billion
while international revenue passenger miles rise from
31.3 billion to 46.5 billion during the tirne period.

The size of the active general aviation fleet is ex-
pected to increase at annual rate of3.3 percent during
the forecast period, going from 161,500 in FY 1975
to 202,00O in FY 1982. The largest percentage gain

will be in the multi-engine and turbine classes, point-

ing up the increasing sophistication of the general

aviation segment.

While the general aviation fleet is rising 3.3 percent
annually, the number of flight hours logged by these

operators is expected to jump five percent a year on
the average, reflecting e greater utilization of each air-
craft. From the FY 1975 level of 32.2 million, flight

hours are projected to rise to 45.3 million in FY 1982.

For U.S. aircraft serving the domestic market, the

forecasts show increases in passenger traffic ranging

from a low of 357.2 million to a high of 402.1 million
by FY 1987. Revenue passenger miles for the domes-

tic market, meanwhile, would have a spread of 206.4

billion to 296.8 billion. No long-range forecasts are in-

cluded for U.S. carriers serving the international mar-

ket.

The long-range projections for general aviation, in-

dicate that the number of aircraft will increase to some-

where between 238,000 and 274,0O0 by FY 1987.

Hours flown will rise to a range of 55.9 million to
64.7 million by the same date.

The impact of these gro.wth trends on FAA's air

traffic facilities will be substantial, the report notes

Operations at airports with FAA control towers are

forecast to increase by 41 percent by FY 1980 and

double the present level.by FY 1987. General aviation

will be responsible for most of this growth, account-

ing for 79 percent of all operations by FY 1980 and

82 percent by FY 1987.

Copies of this report are available to the public throu-

gh the National Technical Information Service, Spring-

field. va. zztst.



ICE

We are :rr;.f,ac.irng that season when ice can be-
come a_ haza, ^ to the operation of general aviation
aircraft. We use the term "can" because ice will only
become a hazard if you, the pilot, dlow it to become
a hazard.

Most single engine aircraft have no de-icing gear,

and that de-icing gear installed on most light twin
engine aircraft is of limited effectiveness. Therefrre,
in the cas. "f the single engine aircraft and th" ight
twin which -oes not have de-icing equipment the
curative action is to stay out of icing conditions.

The Weather Bureau can brief pilc-s concerning
the presence of icing conditions, but they may have
great difficulty telling the pilot what type icing he will
encounter or what the rate of acretion will be.
fire different types of ice may be found in different
flight conditions and some aircraft and propellers ice
more readily than do others. Even the speed of the
aircraft is related to the rate of ice acretion.

There are two types of ice. One is called rime. It is
whitish in color and is much like the ice which forms
on the w"lls of a refrigerator or deep freeze. It is
rough in texture and tends to disrupt airflow where'
ever it forms. It usually is encountered only while fly-
ing in the clouds, but we have seen it form when fly-
ing through areas where ground fog has recently ex-
isted even though the situation is currently VFR.

The other type ice is clear and is similar to that in
an ice cube. It can be seen in Winter accumulating on
wires, trees, and autos during periods of freezing
drwzte or rain. In flight it can be encountered either
in clouds or below the clouds. It is a very hard type of
ice and clings tightly wherever it accumulates.

Rime ice usually accumulates only on the propellers
and on the leading edge of the aircraft surfaces. Be-

cause of its roughness and the very odd shapes it some-

times assumes it can cause relatively severe problems
long before it becomes a weight problem. Ttris type
ice can cause the propeEer to lose its effective shape

so that the airspeed decreases alarmingly even at full
throttle. On wings and tail surfaces the odd shape of
its formation can caure the stall speed to increase con-
siderably. This combination of propeller and wings ice
can thtrs greatly n.urow the safe operating speed range

of an aircraft.
De-icer boots and propeller de-icers can cope with

considerable rime ice if they are properly used. Prop-

eller de-icing equipment should be placed in operation
as soon as the ice is encountered. De-icer boots should

activated only when a sufficient layer of ice is present
so that inflating the boots will cack it loose to blow
away. Do not start the boots too soon or let the"n op-
erate continuously for in Jome cases such er:tisn
will cause an envelope type layer of ice to develop
above the boots so that even fully inflated, they c..r-
not reach it to crack it loose.

Each time the boots are inflated most of the ice
will crack- and blow away but s- ll pieces will contin-
ue to adhere to the boots. If you attempt to fly in
such conditions for very long periods you may find
the boots become less effective because of continuing
buildups where the smdl pieces adhere to the boots.
De-icing boots are not a cure-all for ice, just an aid.

Clear ice is the greater hazard of the two types.
In freezing rain it will accumulate more rapidly and
it accumulates dl over the aircraft producing quite a
weight problem, perhaps to the point of producing a

center of gravity problem as the fuselage is coated.
Clear ice can freeze doors and windows shut. It is
hard and is more difficult for boots and propeller
de-icers to remove.

If you do not have de-icing equipment, stay out of
icing conditions, or if you encounter such conditions
unexpectedly, get out of them immediately, If you
have de-icing gear be very certain you know the pro-
per method of operation .

Frequently in light aircaft the oddities which come
with icing are more of a problem that the ice you can
see on the wings or feel on the propeller. Ice on a prop-
eller can "shake-up" a pilot considerably for it some-
times forms and breals away unevenly causing severe

vibration in the engine and structure.
Ice can form on radio antennas. Sometimes the

whips will oscillate from side to side to such a deEee
that they break off or break the base out of the fuse-
lage.

!n a few light aircraft the windshisld ices shut be-
fore there is any real acretion of ice on the wings or
propeller. Perhaps the windshield stands too near vert-
ical in these aircraft.

Pitot tubes and static ports can ice shut causing a
failure of the airspeed, dtitude, and rate of climb in-
dicators. If your aircraft uses external venturi tubes
to operate the vacuum driven instruments, the venturis
can ice causing these instruments to fail.

The air maze where the air enters the engine in-
duction system can ice shut causing the engine to
quit unless a switch is made to carburetor heat or al-

Continued on page 7



FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATES

Flight instructor certificates which haae not been

conuerted are no longer ualid, FAA says.

The deadline for this conuersion was Nouember 7

and regardless of the expiration date on the certifL

cate, the real expiration date was then.

An instructor who failed to meet the rules in accor-

dance with FAR 61,201 is now required to complete

a neu) practical test for each rating on the instructor's

certificate under FAR 61.187.

COMMUTER STUDY

Simat, Helliesen & Eichner, Inc., has just completed

a marketing and policy study of commuter airline

service in South Carolina for the S.C. Aeronautics

Commission.

The principal objective of this study was to iden-

tify the opportunties for improving the quality of air

service provided in South Carolina through the dev-

elopment of an effective, efficient and economically

viable system of commuter airline seruices. To achieve

this end, Simat, Helliesen & Eichner, [nc. made a

careful and extensive assessment of the many factors

which influence the State's demand for scheduled air

service, and of those factors and conditions which

affect the economic viability of successful commuter

airline operations. The Report specifies certain comm-

unities and city-pair markets which appear to have

the potential to support commuter airline serivce,

and recommends actions to promote and foster the

institution and development of these services. In add-

ition, the study is intended to provide the State, the

South Carolina Aeronautics Commission, and other

private and public organizations with a basic under-

standing of the commuter industry in the context of
service to South Carolina cities in order that they may

be equipped to respond to unpredictiable opportunit-

ies and events as they occur. For this reason, the re-

port analyzes in considerable detail the socioeconomic

trends of the State, its history of air transportation,

and the regulatory environment and operating char-

acteristics of airlines serving light traffic density mar-

kets.
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YEARGIN AVI.ATION

Yeargin Aviation the "Corporate Aviation Special-

ist" at the Greenville Downtown Airport has had a

recent change in management. Mr. Richard H. Britton
is the new manager of Yeargin Aviation.

A recent addition to the services provided at Year-

gin is the new avionics shop. The avionics shop is oper-

ated by Mr. Anthony Grogan, formerly with Mid-

lands Aviation Corporation in Columbia. The new

shop is equipped to service all aircraft that are able

to use the Downtown Airport. The addition of the

avionics department gives Yeargin Aviation a com-

plete aircraft service.

PALMETTO AIRPORT

Ed LaCrosse owner and operator of Palmetto Avia-

tion has reopened the Batesburg-Leesville Airport.
This airport which was formerly known as the Twin

Cities Airport has been renamed Palmetto Airport to
avoid confusion with the Twin Cities Airport at Loris.

Palmetto Aviation is currently operating 6 aircraft

and specializes in flight instruction, single and multi-

engine charter and aircraft sales. Aircraft maintenance

is also available. The Palmetto Airport has one sod

runway, 34-L6 and is 2800' in length. Runway lights

are available on request and Ed hopes to have fuel

available in the near future. The airport is located

3 miles south of Batesburg-Leesville on Highway

178 and it is 22.8 miles from the Columbia Vortac on

the 276 degree radial.

Ed LaCrosse was formerly the Director of the

Flight Department for Eagle Aviation in Columbia,

he also served as Chief Instructor at Fayetteville Aviat-

ion and was Chief Pilot for Thermal Belt Aviation.

An air show will be presented at the Palmetto Air-
port on Sunday, December 7 at 2230 P.M. This show

is sponsored jointly by Palmetto Aviation and the

B & L Jaycees. The featured attraction for the show

will be B"t"y Brock and his team. There will also

be a sky diving demonstration and aerobatic demon-

strations by other well-known pilots. An excellent

program is planned for the grand opening of Palmetto

Airport.



FAA NOTES

The following article is reprinted from Flight
Faacts, a publication of the FAA Southern Region.

An Afternoon with Charlie-Flight Faacts recently sP-

ent an afternoon with Charlie-Charlie isn't his real

name, of course, but he learned to fly back in 1934,
and he doesn't want anyone to know how old he's get-

ting to be! But, he quickly pointed out, he's not too
old to fly-he's still an active flight instructor. We ask-

ed Charlie to tell us some of the things he's learned

over the yea on flying in a safe and sane manner. We

took notes wnrle Charlie talked...
Basic Aerodynamics...Charlie began with some comm-

ents on basic aerodynamics. He said a lot of pilots
get in trouble because they forget the basic aero-

dynamics of flight-life, drag, thrust, and gravity-
why an airplane stalls-what the back side of the power
curve is-things a pilot really should learn before his

first solo flight.
He told us of a pilot who crashed a small, two

place trainer on a touch and go because he failed to
raise the flaps. With flaps full down, he was on the
back side of the power curve, and the airplane would-
n't accelerate. With only twenty feet of altitude, he

couldn't afford to lose eny to gain speed. Charlie point-
ed out that he could have slowly raised the flaps to gain

speed-meanwhile raising the nose to comPensate for
the life lost as the flaps were raised.

A pilot might get into this condition on a go-around

from a landing attempt with full flaps. If carburetor
heat is on, and if it's a hot day, the engine power might
not be enough to maintain level flight with full flaps,

and the airplane might continue to sink.
The proper recovery is to apply power and raise the

flaps in accordance with the recommendations proced-

ures for the aircraft. This immediately reduces drag,

allowing the airspeed to increase. It also reduces lift,
so the pilot must raise the nose to comPensate for the
loss in lift as the flaps are raised. Care must be exer-

cised to avoid an accelerated stall as the angle ofatt-
ack increases. With a little practice at altitude, most

pilots can make the transition from flaps full down to
flaps up smoothly, and with no loss of altitude, or

danger of an accelerated stall.
Another place a pilot can get on the back side of

the power curve, Charlie reminded us, is on a Power
approach. If the pilot is a little low on airspeed, and

if he's low on the approach, he may find himself try-
ing to raise the nose to "stretch" the approach-and
the first thing he knows, he's on the back side of the

power curve. The only safe solution is to apply full
engine power, carburetor heat off, raise the flaps,

make a go-around, and try another approach-with
better planning!
The Weather..."I agree witl Mark Twain on this s ub -

ject," Charlie sar.l, "we talk a lot about it, but we don't
do much." Charlie thinls that pilots should check the
current weather more thoroughly, and not place blind
faith in weather forecasts that are several hours old.
His opinion is that pilots with "get-there-itis" will push

on even when the weather is bad and getting worse.

Charlie remembered a pilot who flew on top of an

overcast thinking his destination would be good. It
wasn't! He forgot that weather can change rapidly,
and forecasts are continually updated. The pilot fail-
ed to recheck it in the air. Also, Charlie thinks, he fail-
ed to make a 180 degree turn when he saw the weather

ahead didn't look as good as an earlier forecast had pre-

dicted it would be.

Charlie says the weather-wise pilot continues to
check the weather en route. He can do this by listen-
ing to the scheduled weather broadcasts on most VORs

at 15 and 45 minutes after the hour...or, call a Flight
Service Station and ask for the latest weather rePorts.

Charlie explained that low fuel compounds a pilot's
problems when he encounters adverse weather. Now
he's not only in poor weather conditions, but also low
on fuel and unsure of his position. Charlie's rule for
weather is, "If you're thinking about making a 180-de-

gree turn, you should have done it ten minutes ago!"
Charlie believes pilots sometimes take off in weath-

er that is too bad to fly ir because they don't know
any better. He said they don't know what "four hund-
red scattered" actual'y looks like. Charlie advises new

pilots to seek the : ivice of experienced pilots when
the weather looks :narginal.
FSS...Charlie's pet peeve is the pilot who thinks the
only thing a Flight Service Station (FSS) is good for
is to file a flight plan. For one thing, he pointed out,
the FSS specialists are trained to brief pilots carefully
and thoroughly on the weather. They also can provide
NOTAMS for information on facilities and naviggtion

aids along the pilot's intended route of flight.
Charlie warns that the FSS cannot lefuse to accePt

a flight plan. Although the FSS accepts a VFR flight
plen, it does not mean they agree the pilot can con-

duct the flight under VFR conditions. They will give

any assistance they can, but the final decision, whether
good or bad, belongs to the pilot.



FAA Notes continued from page 4)

The FSS is in constant communication with other
air traffic control facilities. Thus, a pilot can call the
nearest FSS for assistance, and, coordination with
these other facilities, the specialista can help the

pilot. The pilot can get the assistance of these facilit-
ies merely by asking.

AlM...Charlie mentioned that FSSs maintain the late-

st charts, and up-to-date copy of the Airman's Infor-
mation Manual (AIM).

He took his copy of the AIM and started thumbing
through it. He reminded us that it is now published
in three parts.

Part One is the Basic Flight Manual and Air Traffic
Control Procedures. This part contains much infor-
mation a pilot sho"l' -^rrow. The ATC Procedures

section expl---.rs the "mysteries" of voice radio com-

munications.
Part Two is a directory of airports with pertinent

data on each. Parts Three and Three-A contain Opera-

tional Data and NOTAMS (Notices to Airmen).
Charlie recommends that all pilots become familiar
with the contents of the AIM-at least know what
information it contains, and how to find it. The pub-
lication is an excellent reference for all pilots--old and
new.

Charlie says a pilot is the sum total of all of his train-
ing, skill, experience, and the experiences of others--if
he listens! Charlie says pilots don't have hangar flying
sessions today the way they did when he was starting
out. "We used to spend rainy weekends at the local
airport, listening to the veterans talk about flyitg,
and what was safe to do in an airplane, and what
wasn't. We learned a lot in those sessions, and they

saved my neck a dozen times in the years since," Char-

lie recalled. We left Charlie reluctantly-maybe be can

visit him again sometime.

"spirit of Safety" Emblem Patches...A colorful cloth
patch displaying the "spirit of Safety" emblem will
be awarded to the next fifty (50) pilots in South
Carolina who get a courtesy proficiency flight.
This patch is in addition to the "spirit of Safety"
pin and the FAA Sentinel decal given to each pilot
completing the above flight. Any one of the twelve
(12) Accident Prevention Counselors in South Carol-
ina or Frank Kelley, Accident Prevention Specialist,

can give a Courtesy Proficiency Flight. The South

C.arouna Aeronautics Commission is underwriting the

cost of the Safety Pin and 228 pins have already been

)

mailed to pilots.
The purpose of the Proficiency Flight is an evalua-

tion for safety. Why not plan to get one annually, be-

between the 24-month Biennial Flight Review?

Aviation Awards...The deadline for entries in the 1975

Aviation Mechanic Safety Awards Program is rapidly

approaching. Don't neglect the opportunity to give

recognition to the mechanic of your choice for the

vital role he plays in aviation safety.

December 3L, 1975, is the deadline for "Flight
Instructor of the Year" nominations.

Talce advantage of this opportunity to nominate

your favorite flight instructor and also participate in

a program, which was designed with a purpose that dir-

ectly affects you as a general aviation pilot, i.e., to

affect the general aviation accident rate by encourag-

ing higher standards of instruction amongst flight
instructors.

Anyone may submit nominations for these two
awards. Entry forms are available from the local

FAA office. Nominations will be accepted through

December 31, 1975.

The address for entry forms is General Aviation

District Office, Columbia Metropolitan Airport-Box

200, West Columbia, South Carolina 29169,

Malfunction or Defect Reporting...FAA is constantly

monitoring Malfunction or Defect Reports in order to

detect trends of problems that may be hazardous. In

addition to corrective action in the form of Service

Bulletins by product manufacturers and Airworthi-

ness Directives by FAA, these conditions are publish-

ed in the General Aviation Inspection Aids. The GAIA

serve to alert the industry in order that we all may be

aware of safety hazards and avoid aircraft accidents.

All persons in the aviation community are urged to

promptly report their experiences by submission of
Form FAA 8330-2. The forms are free and Postage

paid. They are available from most airport oPerators'

aviation mechanics, and any FAA District Office.

SAFETY IS EVERYONE'S RESPONSIBILITY!



STOLEN AND UNRECOVERED AIRCRAFT
Thelt Oate

"N" No. Year Type ol Aircralt Serial No. Color & Localion

BREAKFAST CLUB NEWS

With good weather for the past month attendance

has been excellent at the Breakfast Club meetings.

On November 2 the club met at Florence. Twenty-

five aircraft were counted and 75 people were at the

breakfast meeting. Many members took advantage of
this opportunity to visit Florence's new Control

Tower.

On Novernber 16 the meeting was held at Pres-

ident Hawkins home "Hawks Nest" at the Camden

Airport. Forty-five aircraft flew in for the excellent

meeting and 125 people enjoyed an excellent break-

fast. Bill ought to do this more often. The November

30 meeting will be at the Greenville Downtown

Airport.

The December meetings are as follows :

December 14 - Conway

December 28 - Open

JOHN HAMILTON.III

John Hamilton, III, son of the Director of the

South Carolina Aeronautics Commission soloed a

Cherokee 140 at the Columbia Metropolitan Air-

port on November 18 shortly after his 16th birth-

day. His instructor was Miss Frances Miller of Miller

Aviation. Young John soloed a glider when he was

14. He began his flight training in the Cherokee

740 when he was 14 rnd changed to gliders so

that he would be able to fly solo at that time.

He is believed to be one of the youngest to have

soloed both an airplane and a glider.

COMMISSION PILOT AIDS TN ARREST

Aeronautics Commission pilot, Jim Sheorn, spotted
a break-in in progress while flying a night patrol in the

Florence area. Jim was flying the Commission's Bell

206 Jet Helicopter when he saw two men breaking

into Chewning's Grocery Store in downtown Flor-

ence. He radioed the Sheriff's department and the

men were arrested on the scene.
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(Continued from Page 2 ICE)

ternate air. Sometimes this switch with its conesp-
onding loss of power, can hardly be tolerated because

of the loss of airspeed due to propeller inefficiency or
drag caused bv accumulation of ice on the aircraft.

There is also the possibility that fuel tank vents can

be iced over so that eventually the engrne will quit
when a partial vacuum develops in the tank. The only
option here is to switch to another tank until the
same situation develops again. Many modern aircraft
have these vents so located that there is less ter lcncy
for them to ice, but not all are so well enginerred.

In some aircraft the engine crankcase breather line
can ice shut where it empties out at the bottom of the
cowling. One of the products of the burning of fuel
is water. If the line freezes shut, pressure will build in
the crankcase which **r' eventually force the front
oil seal in the o::g^ue out of position after which engine
oil sprays out over the aircraft. In more modern air-
craft, there is usually an opening in this line, inside the
cowling which will, because of engine heat, stay unfro-
zen. However this is not uue in all aircraft, particular-
ly older ones.

In some aircraft all ice must be cleared off the wings
before takeoff simply because when flaps are used for
takeoff pieces of ice can Sm the flap hinges so that
the flaps cannot be retracted. Clear ice can firm on an
aircraft to the point where control surfaces can be
moved only be Eeat effort.

At times freezing rain and;iiist can enter the engine
compartment and be driven into the lower end of
throttle, propeller, and mixture control housings so
that these controls cannot be moved.

There are other eccentricities relating to icing on
which produce even other very odd and unexpected
effects.

As you read the above material you may think it is
some type of horror story about the effects of ice on
aircraft. However, these things do happen even on lar-
ger air carrier aircraft. Recall recently that it was dis-
covered that water draining from the forward lavatory
in an air carrier aircraft can freeze on the outside of the
aircraft, later breaking off and entering one of the jet
engines causing a failure therein.

Different types of aircraft exhibit different charact-
eristics in ice. [n some the propellers ico -'-rickly before
any real accumulation is visible on the winqs. In others
the propeller may ice relatively slowly white the wings
are developing a considerable accumulation.

There are no aircraft which can ope, ate for pro-
longed periods in heavy icing conditions. All are limit-
ed in this respect.

We are simply t'ying to tell you that ice must never
be take.i lightly. If you encoun'!,r icin- cor.'itioits,
you better 1"1qs the appropriate action qrrick . Iee
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can spoil your whole day if you let it do so.
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ACCURACY LANDING CONTEST

Caldwell, Bristol

The Crosswind Pilots Association of Fairview Air-
port, Landrum, S.C. sponsored an Accuracy Landing
Contest Sunday, November 2. Each pilot donated

$f0.00 as an eni.y fee, plus tionations from non
pilots. $301.00 was raised at the event. The pro-
ceeds were a donation to the newly organized Spart-
anburg County Chapter of the S.C. Kidney Found-
ation. First Place winner was Mrs. Charles Caldwell
of Gramling. Berts Bristol of Landrum was runner up.
20 other contestants participated.

Mrs. Caldwell was winner over 2l contestants. She

was also first place winner of a similar contest held
this Spring at the Spartanburg Airport sponsored by
the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission. She

resides in Gramling and is secretary of Gramling
Bros., Inc. Her husband Charles, is also a pilot.

Bristol, owner of Bristol Pulpwood Company in
Gramling resides in Landrum. He is manager of the
Fairview Airport and has a son and daughter who are

pilots.

Jurlges were C.R. (Buck) Moss, "Mr. Aviation of
Spar tanburg" Jo" Shirley, Tower Chief at Spartan-
burg \Iunicipal Airport, and Ace Rickenhacker, Pio-

neer Pilot and R. diti Persr;rrality.
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